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With illicit smugglers itching to
make a move prior to the
Chinese Lunar New Year,
Southern Coastal Patrol Office
nails illicit cigarette stash
valuing at $20 million
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T he Pingtung Reconnaissance Brigade of Southern Coastal Patrol
Office has intercepted, as joined by  Chung Ho Inspection Office

of the Coast Patrol Corps 5, Kuo XX, the captain of a Kaohsiung-based
fishing vessel, Shuen Tien Fah, bearing vessel registration CT4-0921, to
be allegedly involving in smuggling in a lot of untaxed foreign ciga-
rettes at 1:30PM on January 15, where the initial estimation put the stash
at 500 cases, carrying a market value in excess of $20 million.

The Pingtung Reconnaissance Brigade of Southern Coastal Patrol
Office has lodged in a report citing that illicit rings have attempted to
smuggle in untaxed foreign cigarettes by pushing through the Kaohsiung
Port for profiting during the Chinese New Year span.  Thanks to the
truthful information, the Pintung Reconnaissance Brigade, as joined by
the Chung Ho Inspection Office of the Coast Patrol Corps 5, heads a
project team to step up executing the security inspection work, where
the coastal radar surveillance monitoring has come across the Shuen
Tien Fah preparing to enter the port acting suspiciously, and appeared
with an excessive draught during its inbound customs declaration, which
leads to uncovering a stash of close to 500 cases of untaxed foreign ciga-
rettes contained in the ship’s fuel tank, valuing in excess of NT$20 mil-
lion in market value.  The brigade places the captain, Kuo XX and two
crewmen , Wu XX and Tsuang XX, under arrest, and the case is referred
to the Kaohsiung D.A.’s Office pending further investigation, and sub-
sequent tracing of the source of illicit goods.

The busted Kaohsiung fishing vessel, Shuen Tien Fah, has intended
to smuggle in foreign cigarettes to Taiwan on Chinese New Year’s eve
in gaining illicit profit.  At a little past 1:00PM on January 31, Shuen
Tien Fah enters the Kaohsiung Port’s harbor one checkpoint, where the
inspectors has discovered the fishing vessel to be acting suspiciously,
besides its excessive draught, which have led to an onboard inspection.
And lo and behold, a large stash of illicit foreign cigarettes has been
uncovered in the ship’s concealed fuel tank, which the captain Kuo XX
confesses that the stash contains Davidoff, Mild Seven, and Mine, total-
ing 490 cases.  As these cigarettes were stashed in the concealed cham-
ber inside the fuel tank, the crackdown personnel need to come up for
air during transporting every fifteen minutes to avoid passing out due
to inhaling excessive fuel vapor.

As containerization have been used as a vital means of trafficking
in the coming and going of ships entering and leaving the port, the
Kaoshiung Port, being an important harbor and a fishing port in Taiwan,
has long been marred by rampant illicit smuggling.  In recent years, the
means of trafficking are taking to smuggling via containers, making
bogus import declarations, and smuggling using fishing boats, where
the illicit goods are largely dominated by foreign cigarettes, agricul-
tural and fishery products, and narcotics; from 2001 up to now, inbound
trafficking finds foreign cigarettes taking up the bulk, and the value of
foreign cigarettes confiscated every year mounted to close to stagger-
ing one hundred million N.T. dollars.

Following the Coast Guard Administration’s recently launched
“Escape Prevention Project” and “Sea Eradication project” in a move to
effectively curtail illicit trafficking and human smuggling, it has ordered
all of its subordinate units to step up various duty enforcement in har-
bor security inspection and coastline patrol and search, and rally the
illicit rings to refrain from testing the determination of the law enforce-
ment agency.

(The author works in personnel office of Southern Coastal Patrol Office.)




